
AGORA LOS ANGELES

Decorative Stone & Natural Surfaces
AG-GRES
FINE PORCELAIN TILES

Porcelain
NAXOS

Stocking Colors
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12” x 24”, Color Body 
Glazed, Non-Rectified

“NAXOS” collection is a gathering of earth’s most beautiful white marbles: Statuario Carrara, and Calacatta. 
These stones are carefully replicated with high definition inkjet glaze on a  porcelain body and fired at high 
temperatures for outstanding durability.

NAXOS Blanco - Honed ( Matte )

NAXOS Venato  - Polished

All images are for reference only and may not match physical product exactly. All product specifications are supplied by the manufacturer and are subject to cahnge by the 

manufacturer without noticeto you or to Agora Natural Surfaces, inc. Agora makes no representations or warranties as to the specifications of any product.

Package DetailsStocking Sizes
6EA(18.75SF)/box. 32boxes/pallet. 5LBS/SF15” x 30” ( Nominal )

37.5cm x 75cm ( actual )
3” x 15” , SBN Trim, 2” x 2” Mosaic

* All sizes are quoted nominal as industry standard.
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Characteristics
Applications: Residential, Heavy Duty Commercial for interiors or exteriors,  
Floors & Walls

Material Facts: Stain & Fade Resistant, Low maintenance, Eco-Friendly.

Installation: Manufacturer recommends on-set (stacked) pattern like the photo above. 
If a staggered pattern is preferred, tile should overlap no more than 20%. Use a high 
bond, property thin set. Tiles are non-rectified. Allow a min. 1/16” grout joint. Use of 
leveling piece such as Tuscan Seamclip™.
 
Care: Clean with Non abrasive, neutral detergent

Technical Properties
Type: Color (Full) Body, Mono caliber & Rectified
Variation: V2 - Slight variations
Thickness: 3/8” 
Coefficient of Friction: DCOF > 0.42 for Honed, 
0.60 for Polished
Frost Resistance: Yes

All images are for reference only and may not match physical product exactly. All product specifications are supplied by the manufacturer and are subject to change by the 

manufacturer without notice to you or to Agora Natural Surfaces, Inc. Agora makes no representations or warranties as to the specifications of any product. 070516


